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What Penalty For Using A Reduction Drive? By Ladislao Pazmany (EAA 2431)



i



Pazmany Aircraft Corp. Box 80051 San Diego, California 92138



N THE MARCH



1973 issue of SPORT AVIA-



TION, Mr. Ted Barker wrote an article titled "Direct Drive vs. V-Belts". The reader hardly can separate in his mind Mr. Barker's statements from my article on the PL4A a few pages later. Following are my comments on Mr. Barker's article as related to the PL-4A design, but before going into the core of the subject, I should warn the reader that some of the trade-offs or features of a V-belted VW engine as used in the PL-4A may not be applicable to other airplanes. Also, I want to make one general statement: The basic objective of the PL-4A design was to offer to the amateur builder an airplane with features comparable to a "store-bought" airplane, plus the added advantage of a foldable wing, and still be powered by the world wide available VW engine. This is quite an ambitious undertaking considering the relatively low powerto-weight ratio of this automobile engine. Every effort was made to obtain the best performance with a stock engine. According to available data, a geared-down, slow turning propeller was desirable to obtain maximum static thrust. The advantages of a slow turning propeller were discussed by Mr. W. H. Ekin in another article published in the May issue, and I understand that further articles on this subject are in preparation. I am not preaching that the V-belted or any other reduction is the only way to go. In fact from the early days of PL-4A flight testing, I invited Mr. Barker to prepare one of his engines (direct drive), and test it in my PL-4A. Unfortunately, as far as I know Mr. Barker never did anything about this offer. The "proof of the pudding" will come the day when either myself or one of the PL-4A builders flies his bird with a direct drive, stock 1600cc VW. In discussing Mr. Barker's article, I will quote him and follow with my own opinions: 1) Quote: "A 72" propeller has to weigh more than, say, a 56" model. Right? (We won't even talk now about the added cost of a 72" model over a 56" model.) My guess is the added inches to that larger propeller adds another 7 lbs." — Unquote. I am using a 68" diameter propeller which according to my calculations is the most efficient diameter for the speed and rpm of the PL-4 A. (Not 72" as stated by Mr. Barker.) My present propeller weighs 8.4 lbs. According to Mr. Barker, a 56" diameter propeller should be 7 lbs. lighter (8.4 - 7.0 equals 1.4 lbs.???)



I prepared a graph showing the weight of wood propellers (Fig. 1). In this graph we can pick up a 54" diameter Hegy propeller for the 1600cc VW — it weighs 5 lbs. Therefore, the weight penalty will be 8.4 - 5.0 equals 3.4 lbs. As far as price goes, my propeller cost was $72.00, and I understand that the cost of a 56" diameter propeller by Ray Hegy is $50.00. 2) Quote: "Now we have increased the engine and propeller weight by 25 lbs. at this point, so we had better



make the firewall stronger to compensate. O.K., let's add another 1 lb." — Unquote.



There is absolutely no weight penalty for the PL-4A firewall, because it is designed to meet FAA requirements: FAR 23.119(h) states — "The following materials may be used in firewalls or shrouds without being tested as required by this section: a) Stainless steel sheet .015" thick. b) Mild steel sheet (coated with aluminum or otherwise protected against corrosion) .018" thick.



c) Terne plate .018" thick. d) Monel metal .018" thick." The .015 stainless steel used on the PL-4A has more



than adequate shear buckling strength to take care of any loads even with much heavier engines than the VW. This applies also to the engine mount, fittings and



fuselage forward structure. 3) Quote: "Now let's not forget, that to maintain the same ground clearance on our airframe we must extend



the gear by some 8" vertically to provide for this larger and heavier propeller ('/•> of 72" equals 56"). In a Cessna type spring gear this amounts to about 5 lbs." — Unquote.



Note: I am sure that Mr. Barker meant V2 of 72" - 56" equals 8". In Fig. 2, I have shown the front view of the PL-4A. The optimum propeller is 68" in diameter. Assuming that we leave the thrust line at the same height for a



direct drive prop, the landing gear could be shortened vertically by '/j of 68" - 56" equals 6". The dotted line in Fig. 2 represents this shorter gear. The difference in length of the spring steel leg resulted in 25" - 22" equals 3". Fig. 3 shows the present dimensions of the spring between bends. It is safe to assume that by shortening the gear, the bending moment will be reduced at the base of the gear, therefore, less material will be required at this point. The cross-hatched area indicates the difference between two legs. A



Vol. = [(3.70"+ 3.45" , 3., x ^.j



x 2



_



J3 4 in3



(for two legs). A Weight = 13.4 irp x 284 Ib/in^ = 3.8 lbs. instead of 5.0 lbs. as stated by Mr. Barker. But, a shorter leg is stiffer, and if the same amount of deflection is to be maintained, the length of the leg should be now increased, and without going into an elaborate analysis, I would guess that the difSPORT AVIATION 51
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